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Candlewick, 2014. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer
Service! Summary: Sif's story, sweet but not saccharine, is written in tuneful prose, but I was even
more charmed by her cleverly detailed pencil drawings. Colored digitally in rich greens, reds,
browns and blues, they're simultaneously handsome and adorable. The New York Times Book
Review Sif's illustrative style places whimsical, cartoonlike figures in dreamy bucolic backgrounds
painted in a muted palette of ochre and olive, peopled with figures and animals in a landscape
inspired by Scandinavian folk tales. The story of Frances Dean's artistic journey from shrinking
violet to exuberant dancer is sensitively told in a way that will give courage to other children who
have felt shy about expressing themselves artistically. Kirkus Reviews The text is so spare that it's
more poetry than prose, and its understated presence allows the artwork to shine. The pages are
filled with warm, earth-toned illustrations of adorable woodland creatures, inviting outdoor
settings, and the endearing expressions of Frances Dean as she contemplates revealing what makes
her so very happy. This sweet, simple book is an utterly charming reminder that giving the best
parts of ourselves enriches the world around...
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Complete guide! Its this sort of good read. It is rally exciting throgh studying period. I am just pleased to explain how here is the very best publication i have
go through inside my own existence and could be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Adele Rosenba um-- Adele Rosenba um

It is really an awesome ebook which i have ever go through. It is actually writter in straightforward terms and not confusing. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written ebook.
-- Clotilde Wieg a nd-- Clotilde Wieg a nd
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